
THE LAW OF LIFE 

Jesus Taught The Law Of Life  

 

I. Jesus taught this “the law of life” (Matthew 12:33-37) 

A. Your heart is the production center of your life (Proverbs 4:23, 23:7, Matt 12:35) 

1. Whatever you send to your heart in the form of word-seed it will send out in manifested form (it will 

produce it in my life)  

a. Whatever I send to my heart in the form word-seed, my heart will produce   

2. What are you sending to the production center?  

a. If you’re sending bad seed you can expected it to produce a good life 

b. EX: If send cotton to a t-shirt plant, that plant can’t produce polyester t-shirts  

B. The deposit always matches the withdraw, the harvest always matches the seed 

1. Galatians 6:7 (AMP)-You have no potential to reap what you have not sown 

a. You will not grow what you do not sow 

b. God won’t be mocked where this is concerned: if you sow it, you will reap it 

2. If you’re not sowing any word don’t be surprised when there’s no harvest  

a. To expect a harvest without sowing a seed violates spiritual law: a fool does that 

C. There will be judgment of the words you spend time with, in the results you get in life 

1. Your words or the words you spend time with are the key issue  

D. The man is determining what’s brought forth by what he chooses to put in his heart 

1. God’s not determine what you harvest, you are  

2. The harvest that you see in your life is up to you; it’s in your hands  

3. If a good man chooses to deposit bad he will bring forth bad things  

E. Whatever you want in your life you can grow it  

1. Anytime you want to grow something you always have to have seed and ground 

2. If I have seed and ground I can grow something  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


